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Try Prince Edw
ard
County, Niagar
a
Region or
Kingston.

Did someone say

Road Trip?

Cathy Minz has a confession
to make. She is a weekend
road warrior. Not the kind
from Mel Gibson’s first Mad
Max movie. The kind that
likes to ditch the drudgery
and head for the highway
with good friends in search of
some much-needed relaxation
or something like that...
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I

fell in love with the open road back in high school. Driving south to Florida for March
Break with three friends in my dad’s car was incredibly liberating at such a young age.
It was also an amazing learning experience that helped boost my self-confidence and see
what things were like outside of my small hometown. Okay, now the real reason –
a road trip with the girls is a great escape from the many roles I play.
Getting away for a girls’ adventure is just plain fun. As a wife, mother, daughter, sister,
caregiver and entrepreneur, my roles can monopolize my thoughts and time. Most women
are on call 24 hours a day to tend to the needs of others whether it’s our children, elderly
parents, or spouses. A short jaunt into yet-to-be-discovered (by us) territory can shift our
focus, thoughts and concerns from others to ourselves. The plight for survival in our threedimensional, 4-wheeled world becomes the new focus. The result? Worry buttons are reset to
zero and a sense of freedom is restored. The weight of the world is then lifted and we are free to
breathe in all the fresh air we want.
Can you get away for a week, a weekend or, even just a day? Good times are everywhere and
it’s true that it’s the company that makes the trip but having a common goal in mind is handy.
Whether you love to shop, see the sights, enjoy new culinary experiences or you just want some
time to get away, a road trip is inexpensive, exciting and rejuvenating.

Other close-to-home
destinations:
• St. Jacob’s
• Niagara Region
• Kingston
• Frankenmuth, Michigan/
Birch Run outlets
• Buffalo • Barrie

Where can you go
in a week?
• Williamsburg, Virginia,
Lancaster County, PA,
Virginia Beach
• Rhode Island/Cape Cod/
Boston
Summerside, PEI,
Newfoundland/Labrador

“We’re housewives,” Wanda says to the customs officer. Very long
pause. Given the go-ahead from the border guard, Wanda slowly
drove forward. “What the heck...” I asked. “Housewives?
Seriously, what is a housewife?”
The best road trip I ever had was with
my best friend in June, 2007. My friend
Wanda and I managed to get away for
a week without the kids, husbands or
responsibilities. Planning to head south
to find hidden shopping destinations, we
targeted Williamsburg, Virginia as our
destination. After loading up Wanda’s van
with our newly purchased luggage, CAA
roadmaps and our wallets, we headed
for the border crossing in Kingston, the
quickest route to retail bliss. Hesitantly, we
approached the border guard station with
our documents in hand, ready to answer the
usual questions.
Experienced at this routine, we answered
in unison: Canada, Williamsburg, shopping!
But then he asked what we did for a living.
Long pause. “We’re housewives,” Wanda
replied. Very long pause. Given the goahead from the border guard, Wanda
slowly drove forward. “What the heck...”
I asked. “Housewives? Seriously, what is
a housewife?” The laughter started and
sprinkled the conversation for the entire
week of shopping, eating, sightseeing,
shopping, walking along Virginia Beach and
more shopping. It was absolutely incredible.
“One of my favourite things about a road
trip is the feeling of youth and freedom it
gives you. Being on the road gives me the

feeling of being young and carefree with few
worries, and the expectation and excitement
of adventures ahead of you. You can put
your current life aside, and just have fun for
a little while,” explains Wanda.
But this kind of divalicious getaway isn’t
for sissies. Navigating by the seat of your
comfortable pants, watching for road signs,
negotiating with your buddies for control
of the GPS and finding edible fare and
clean bathrooms in roadside dives can be a
challenge. It takes planning to free yourself
from unyielding expectations and go where
the wind guides you - lots of planning!
Take a reliable vehicle and an emergency
road kit. Extra windshield washer fluid and
oil may come in handy, too. You don’t want
your first and last stop to be a mechanic’s
shop. Boring!
Maps or a GPS (or both) are mandatory.
Even if you have no idea where you’ll end
up, you may at some point want to find
somewhere in particular, and you’ll need
mobile resources.
And, speaking of mobile resources, pack
some high energy snacks, bottled water and a
few rolls of toilet paper in case you can’t find
a decent restaurant.
Extras that are nice to have: a cell phone,
journal, camera and chocolate. This is a road
trip for girls...enjoy it! ◗

STYLISTS NEEDED

Would you like to own your own business?
Experience a fantastic line
of Canadian made women’s apparel.
Grow personally & professionally with

FEVER RESORT + CRUISE WEAR INC.
where your career opportunities are endless!

Call today 866-507-7873 or erika@feverwear.com
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